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The Collective
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Richard Saavedra
Universityof Michigan

This research examines mood as a collective property of
work groups. We argue that work group members experience group moods when they can detect and display
mood information through observable behavioral expressions. To test the hypothesis that work group moods are
manifested behaviorally, we developed an observational
instrument and compared observers' reports of work
group mood with self-reported measures from 70 work
groups. As predicted, groups converged for eight distinct
mood categories, and observers' reports of work group
mood were consistent with groups' aggregated selfreported values. Convergence in members' moods was
positively associated with task and social interdependence, membership stability, and mood regulation
norms. Theoretical and practical implications of work
group mood are discussed.0
The affective experiences of work group members are a
definingaspect of group life and are receivingincreasing
attentionfrom researchers. The importanceof individuals'
affective states is implicitin numerous psychologicaland
organizationaltheories of work group interactionand performance. Forexample, conflict has been conceived as both an
antecedent and consequence of negative affective experiences such as apprehension,aggression, or nervousness
(Jehn, 1995; Levineand Thompson, 1996). Research in symbolic management (VanMaanenand Kunda,1989; Schneider,
1990) has emphasized that emotion evoked in others can
then be directed toward group or organizationalgoals. Similarly,research on the emotional laborof service workers illustrates how individualscan infect others with emotion to create particularaffective climates that promote group or
organizationalobjectives (Hochschild,1983; Sutton and
Rafaeli,1988; Sutton, 1991). Several scholars have asserted
that work group members come to develop mutuallyshared
moods and emotions in the course of executing their tasks
(Smithand Crandell,1984; Sandelandsand St. Clair,1993;
Barsadeand Gibson, 1998; Totterdellet al., 1998). The concept of collective mood, however, has received littleempirical
scrutiny.Exceptions include research by George (1990) and
Barsade (1998). George showed that work groups can develop affective tones, defined as consistent or homogeneous
affective reactions among members. George concluded that
when the personal dispositionof most group members is to
experience positive (or negative) mood states, then the affective tone of the group as a whole becomes positive (or negative) as well. Barsade (1998) argued that work group members may share group emotions as they performtheir task
and that these emotions may result from a subtle but continuous transferof affective states among members.
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Inthe research presented here, we sought to make both
conceptual and methodologicalcontributionsto an emerging
research domainthat portraysmood as a collective property
of work groups. Three issues seem to be criticalto advancing
currenttheorizingabout work group moods. First,there is
scant research detailingthe range of mood states that may
be associated with work group life. Thus far, most research
has looked at positive and negative affect as significantdeterminants of both individualand group behavior.We know little
197/AdministrativeScience Quarterly,45 (2000): 197-231
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about the range of possible collective moods and their relative instantiationsin work group settings. As in previous
research on positive and negative affective states, we must
also demonstrate that aggregated self-reportsof various individualmood states indicatecollective moods.
Second, variousfeatures in a work group'scontext are apt to
influencethe formationof collective moods among members. Buildingon the idea that group members come to
share similarmoods in the course of executing their tasks,
we need to identifywork group features associated with collective moods. Effortsthus far have examined individualdifferences among members (George, 1990; Barsade, 1998) but
have not explored other work groupfeatures that shape
members' interactions,such as social norms and members'
relationships(Sundstrom,De Meuse, and Futrell,1990). In
this research, we investigated work group features that may
influencethe behavioralcommunicationof work group
moods. Finally,the thirdissue concerns the need for reliable
methods for assessing work group moods. Althoughselfreportmeasures providea suitable index (George, 1990),
identifyingalternativemethodologies may affordresearchers
greater flexibilityin examiningwork group moods in settings
where self-reportmeasures are impracticalor imprudent(i.e.,
riskof common source bias). Accordingly,we devised an
observationalinstrumentfor assessing moods in group settings, which we used to examine collective mood in 70
diverse work groups.
WORKGROUPMOOD
Understandingmood as a collective propertyof work groups
is criticalfor both theoreticaland practicalreasons. A basic
principlein work group research is that coordinatedaction is
best accomplished when individualscan synchronizetheir
thoughts, feelings, and behavior(Hackman,1992). Corollary
evidence for this argumentcan be found in human evolutionary theories that assume that social behavioris often nonrandom, patterned,or synchronizedin both timing and form.
Evolutionarytheorists maintainthat groups are functionally
adaptive because they optimize the effectiveness with which
individualsinteractwith their environment.Because the probabilityof survivaloutside of group contexts is greatlydiminished, a shared realitytakes precedence over a member's
own experience in situations in which coordinatedbehavior
leads to greater task success than individualefforts (Caporael, 1997). Biologists as well as social scientists in various
disciplines maintainthat interactionalsynchrony,the degree
of congruence in the thoughts, feelings, and behaviorsof two
or more people, is criticalto maintainingand facilitatingsocial
interactionand, thus, effective groupfunctioning(Burgoon,
Steen, and Dillman,1995).
Research on individualsshows that certain moods heighten
motivationto achieve particularoutcomes, promote selective
attentiontoward outcome-relevantinformation,and increase
action readiness toward the attainmentof those outcomes
(Forgas,1992). Forwork groups, collective moods may help
to produce a normativeaffective aptitudefor social situations
and may affect members' motivationto attaincollective goals
198/ASQ, June 2000
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(Hackman,1992). This notion is reflected in theories of group
development (Bennis and Sheppard,1956; Smith and Berg,
1987), in which scholars have argued that social-emotional
activities operate to reinforce,guide, and regulatetask-oriented behavior.Certainwork group moods may help to promote
congruence in members' attention, effort, and persistence,
which, in turn, may stimulate well-coordinatedpatterns of
behavior(i.e., task strategies) toward collective goals.
Members' moods are one of the ambient stimulito which
work groups are exposed in the course of their organizational
activities and are potentiallyavailableto all members as a
regularpartof their life in the group (Hackman,1992: 201).
Among the most influentialtypes of ambient stimuliare other
work group members, the natureof the task, and aspects of
the work environment.By implication,behavioralexpressions
of mood by individualmembers constitute ambient stimuli
because such expressions are availableto all group members. Ambient stimuliare rarelynoticed and discussed but,
rather,providethe backdropfor group functioning.Accordingly, moods serve as filters throughwhich work groups perceive and enact their tasks (Barsadeand Gibson, 1998) and
are intimatelylinkedto members' abilitiesto appraiseand
interpretactions and events.
To study work group mood, one must first distinguishamong
affect, emotion, and mood. Affect reflects a broadand inclusive label that refers to both emotions and moods. Moods
can be distinguishedfrom emotions in terms of duration,
object focus, and response (Frijda,1993). Emotions (e.g., joy,
anger, fear) denote brief reactions to particularpersons or
events, whereas moods are relativelyenduring(i.e., duration
of minutes to days) affective states that lackan object to
which the affect is directed. This does not mean that moods
lacka precipitatingperson or event, only that the phenomenal experience of mood does not includethe causal factor.
Weiss and Cropanzano(1996) noted that moods result not
only from specific experiences but also as a by-productof
emotional reactions. Althoughit is possible to explaina mood
by pointingto its source, individualstend not to do so, which
is why moods are characterizedas being diffuse or global as
compared with emotions. Moods also differfrom emotions in
terms of elicited responses. Incontrast to emotions, moods
have more subtle and pervasive effects on individuals'
thoughts and behaviorsthat are unrelatedto the original
source of the mood (Isen and Baron,1991; Frijda,1993). In
the currentresearch, we focus on work group moods as diffuse and relativelyenduringaffective states that are shared
by group members.
Mechanisms for Mood Convergence in Work Groups
Scholars have long recognizedthat experienced emotions
and mood states manifest themselves behaviorally.Individuals have an innate capacityto communicate their own feelings as well as to ascertainthe feelings of others by observing their gestures and vocalizations(Ekmanand Davidson,
1994). Nonverbalbehavioris a source of informationabout
others'-feelings and attitudes that is reliableand readilyavailable to individualsin social situations.As such, nonverbal
199/ASQ, June 2000
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behaviorsconstitute a primarymedium for the communication of affect. Ample documentationexists to show that
many emotions are associated with distinct patterns of facial
movement (Ekmanand Keltner,1997; Russell, FernandezDols, and Mandler,1997), vocal intonation,rhythm,and pausing (Kappas,Hess, and Scherer, 1991), and muscularcontractions (Duclos et al., 1989). Moods are also conveyed
behaviorally,but less attention has been given to the facial,
vocal, and posturalcues that distinguishvariousmoods
(Ekmanand Davidson, 1994). Nonetheless, research on nonverbalbehaviorsupports the contention that observable
behavioralcues provideuseful informationthat work group
members can use to decode the moods felt by other members.
Theories of emotional comparisonand emotional contagion
emphasize the utilityof interactionalsynchrony,focusing on
the processes that promote affective coordinationin social
interactions.Emotionalcomparisonand contagion are two
possible processes that enable work group members to
adapt to observable mood informationin their task environment. These frameworksexplainthat individualsuse two
types of cues to synchronizetheir moods with others: selfproducedcues and situationalcues. Self-producedcues
include perceptions of one's own expressive behaviors,
whereas situationalcues include perceptions as to what
most others' expressive behaviorsmean in a given situation.
Emotional comparison. In his classic work on stress and
affiliation,Schachter (1959) extended Festinger's(1954)
social comparisontheory to the realmof emotion, proposing
that individualsin ambiguous and physiologicallyarousingsituations will seek out and use cues from similarothers (i.e.,
others in the same situation)to label their aroused state.
Such individualsprovidethe most accurate gauge for evaluating the intensity,nature,or appropriatenessof one's own
emotional state. Both situationaland self-producedcues contributeto emotional experience. Comparisonsdetermine the
specific emotion that is felt, and one's level of physiological
arousalcan help determine how intensely that emotion is felt
(Schachterand Singer, 1962). As Salancikand Pfeffer (1978)
noted, individualsuse availableinformationin their immediate
environmentto determine appropriatefeelings for particular
situations, even when they are not especially aroused. Gump
and Kulik(1997) and Sullins (1991) suggested that emotional
convergence may be based on individuals'evaluationsof
availableemotional information.Individualsuse discretionary
behavioralexpressions to communicate what they perceive is
the correct emotional response to a particularsituation(Hackman, 1992). This informationmay then become the basis of
emotional comparisonswithin the group. Forexample,
observing others sneering, scowling, or grimacingsuggests
that the situationis threatening.Thus, the evaluationof available emotional informationcan influence individuals'
appraisals,shape their emotional reactions, and produce
emotional convergence among them. The concept of emotional comparisonis illustratedin Sutton's (1991) analysis of
how billcollection organizationsoften use open office
designs so that novice collectors can gather behavioralcues
200/ASQ, June 2000
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from seasoned collectors to determine which emotions they
should experience when communicatingwith debtors.
Emotional contagion. Insteadof emotional comparison,Hatfield, Cacioppo,and Rapson (1992, 1994) favor a model of
primitiveemotionalcontagion, defined as the tendency to
automaticallymimic and synchronizefacial expressions, bodily movements, and vocalizationswith those of another person and, consequently, to converge emotionally.Behavioral
mimicryis a form of entrainment,a term that originatedin
biology,which reflects spontaneous adjustments in behavior
to match or synchronizewith the behaviorof another.
McGrathand Kelly(1986: 43) described entrainmentwith an
analogyto a tuning fork, notingthat if a tuning fork is set into
motion by an externalforce and then held near anothertuning fork of a similarfrequency, it will set that second tuning
fork into motion as well. The fundamentalidea behind
entrainmentis that coordinatedbehavioris essential for
effective social interactions.
Behavioralmimicryand synchronycan lead individualsto
become emotionallyin tune with others in two ways. First,
individualstend to feel the emotions consistent with the
facial, postural,and vocal expressions they mimic (Duclos et
al., 1989). Interactingwith others who are smiling may lead a
person to automaticallymimic and synchronizehis or her
facial expressions and, consequently, to experience the
pleasant affective state that matches such expressions (e.g.,
happy,cheerful).Thus, self-producedcues that are processed
automaticallyand generallyoutside of conscious awareness
promote emotional contagion in social settings. A second link
between behavioralmimicryand emotional convergence
involves a conscious self-perceptionprocess wherein individuals make inferences about their own emotional states
based on their own expressive behavior.This view buildson
the work of Bem (1972) and other attributiontheorists who
have argued that individualscome to know their own feelings
by inferringthem from their own overt behavior.To the
extent that internalphysiologicalcues are weak or ambiguous, an individualis functionallyin the same position as an
outside observer who must rely on behavioralcues to infer
another individual'smood.
Evidenceof emotional contagion appears in social psychological, organizational,and sociological research. Forexample, Le
Bon (1896) was interested in the group mind and the madness of crowds, while other sociologists used a contagion
lens to interprethistoricalinstances of mass hysteria. Examples includethe dancing manias that pervaded Europein the
MiddleAges (Hecker,1970) and the wave of panicthat followed the 1938 U.S. radiobroadcastof The Warof the
Worldsby Orson Welles (Cantril,1940). Behavioralscientists
have also discussed how emotions seem to be transferred
automaticallyand spontaneously between individualsin various social contexts, includingclinicaltherapysessions (Hatfield, Cacioppo,and Rapson, 1992), sportingevents (Snyder,
1990), workplacesettings (Ash, 1984; Pratt,1994), and task
environments (Barsade,1998).
201/ASQ, June 2000
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Collective Construction of Work Group Moods
Ourconceptualizationof work group mood positions comparison and contagion processes as complementaryforces that
produce mood convergence. But althoughafferent feedback
from facial, postural,or vocal mimicrycan elicit physiological
arousaland produce correspondingmood states among
group members (i.e., contagion),the meaning or significance
of such moods will, at times, be ambiguous. Inthese situations, group members can make sense of their moods in
terms of the social environmentin which the moods are
experienced. This requiresscanning the group for mood
informationand using behavioralcues displayedby others to
evaluate the intensity,nature,or appropriatenessof certain
mood states (i.e., comparison).Thus, work group moods are
constructed socially,involvingthe complex interplayof contagion and comparisonprocesses that are triggeredby behavioralexpressions of mood. This view differs from
George's (1990) demographyapproach,which suggests that
attraction,selection, and attritionprocesses produce groups
comprisingmembers with similarpersonalitydispositions
who, in turn, experience certain mood states. We suggest
that mood convergence in work groups may occur when individualmembers extract observable mood informationfrom
their groupand reenact that mood in the system. Thus, the
collective constructionof work group mood results from
mood information(e.g., facial expressions, vocal patterns,
and posturalmovements) that is exhibitedby group members in the course of executing their tasks. Individualmoods
that are not expressed behaviorallycannot be detected by
other group members and, thus, remainprivate.Fromthis,
we hypothesize that outside observers as well as members
should be able to decode work group moods based on members' behavioralexpressions:
Hypothesis 1 (H1):Workgroup members will demonstrate convergence in aggregated self-reportsof mood.
Hypothesis 2 (H2):Observerscan detect accuratelyvariouswork
group moods based on behavioralcues (facial,vocal, and postural).

Event Structures Promoting Mood Convergence
Allport(1955) suggested that collective concepts could be
specified by denoting event structures, defined as the ways
in which individualsare interdependenton both a task and
social basis. Weick and Roberts (1993) explainedand illustrated the notion of event structures in their conceptualizationof
collective mind.To Weick and Roberts, collective constructs
should be studied as a system of social interaction.Although
the most basic unit of analysis in a social system is the individualbehavioralact (Allport,1955), mutualdependence
between individualscreates a context for continualinteraction. Weick and Roberts (1993: 366) explainedthat collective
constructs emerge from a "set of ongoing interactionsin a
social activitysystem from which participantscontinually
extract a changing sense of self-interrelationand then reenact that sense back into the system." Such patterns of
interactioncan be viewed as double interacts, in which the
behaviorof an individual(an act) is likelyto evoke a response
202/ASQ, June 2000
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from another person (an interact),which, in turn, serves as a
stimulus to him or her that promptsfurtheraction, completing a double interact(Weick,1979: 155). Ongoing patterns of
interactionform the basis for the eventual emergence of collective constructs, with event structures consisting of those
propertiesof the social system that determine such interactions.
Fromthe perspective of event structures,work group mood
can be seen as a collective construct that inheres in the pattern of interrelatedactivities among members. Following
Rafaeliand Sutton's (1987: 28) descriptionof emotional transactions, the initialmood displayedby a group member can
stimulate, perhapsthroughcomparisonor contagion, another
member to respond with behavioralfeedback that is consistent with the displayedmood. The originalsender may then
react by maintainingthe displayedmood or by modifyingit.
Throughthis process, work group members extract mood
informationfrom the groupand reenact those moods in the
group, thus cultivatinga shared affective reality.To denote
event structuresthat influence mood convergence, it is necessary to examine features of a work group's social system
that affect the degree to which members can disseminate
and acquirebehavioralmood informationduringgroup interactions. Sundstrom, De Meuse, and Futrell(1990) used the
term team development to refer to features that shape a
group's internalfunctioning,such as group design and interpersonal processes. There are four developmentalfeatures
that may affect mood convergence: membershipstability,
mood-regulationnorms, and experienced task and social
interdependence.
Membership Stability and Mood-regulation Norms
Elements of a work group'sdesign that affect patterns of
interactionand social influence among members includethe
continuityof group membership (Katz,1982; O'Reilly,Caldwell, and Barnett,1989) and the level of familiarityamong
group members (Goodmanand Shah, 1992). Such features
may also influencethe disseminationand acquisitionof
behavioralmood information.Membershipcontinuityand
familiaritydescribe the frequency and durationof contact
among group members and reflect the level of intimacy
among members based on a group's historyof interactions
and on priorextragroupexperiences (e.g., contact with members priorto groupformation).These two dimensions reflect
the overallstabilityof work group membership. Membership
stabilitymay influence mood convergence because frequent
and continued interactionscreate opportunitiesfor members
to both demonstrate and detect behavioralmood information
that can shape a group'scollective mood. Groupmembers
who are familiarwith one another may become adept at
decoding other members' mood expressions (Halberstadt,
1986). Repeated exposure to group members enables individuals to learnthe subtleties of members' facial,vocal, and
posturalexpressions for various moods. Accurateappraisals
can shape members' reactionstoward a collective frame and,
consequently, produce mood convergence in a work group.
More formally,we predictthe following:
203/ASQ, June 2000
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Hypothesis 3 (H3):The greaterthe stabilityof work group membership, the greaterthe degree of mood convergence.

Mood convergence in work groups may also stem from
social norms that guide members' mood expressions during
task interactions.Social norms are a developmentalfeature
of work groups, resultingfrom members' interactionsthat
create guidelines for appropriatebehaviorin certainsituations
and undercertaincircumstances (Levineand Moreland,
1998). Social norms are a powerfulmeans of social influence,
as members understandand follow them even when they
are not stated explicitly.Social norms often exist about what
moods ought to be publiclyexpressed as partof an individual'swork role. Ekman(1973) coined the term displayrules
to describe affective norms that prescribenot only which
moods are expected in a given situationbut also how those
moods should be conveyed behaviorally.Research on service
workers shows that displayrules can be explicitand are
often institutionalizedin orientationseminars, trainingprotocols, employee handbooks,and in the direct supervisionof
employees' behavior(Rafaeliand Sutton, 1987; VanMaanen
and Kunda,1989). In Sutton's (1991) investigationof billcollectors, for example, conveying urgency and unpleasantness
were the normativebeginnings for most telephone conversations, but collectors were also expected to follow contingent
norms for adjustingtheir expressed emotions to a debtor's
demeanor (e.g., convey a calm or neutraltone to angry
debtors). Displayrules can also be conveyed throughinformal
interactionswith coworkers. Forexample, novice police
detectives often learnwhich emotions to express on the job
throughwar stories told by seasoned officers (VanMaanen,
1973), whereas medical interns discover appropriatemoods
for conversations with patients throughobservationand imitation of hospitalphysicians (Smithand Kleinman,1989). Ashforth and Humphrey(1995) speculated that norms for mood
expressions may applyto any organizationalrole involving
interpersonalinteraction.Such norms should also develop in
work groups, where members interact.
Norms for mood expressions can communicate context-specific informationabout what constitutes customary social
behaviorin a given setting. Such norms can guide the
breadth(type of moods), depth (numberof nuances in behavioralexpression), or intensity (how stronglyit is
expressed) of moods that members exhibitwhile performing
their tasks. Likedisplayrules, norms for mood expressions
influence individualbehaviorin a work group because they
provideconsensus informationabout actions that have a high
probabilityof being conventional(Cialdini,Reno, and Kallgren,
1990). When most members of a work group respond similarlyto a specific situation, it signals that the behavioris
appropriate,and it appeals to the needs to fit in the group
(Cialdiniand Trost,1998). By observing what others are
doing, members can make judiciousand efficient choices
about how to behave in that context. Individualsare usually
aware of existing norms in a group and act in accordance
with them. Norms for mood expressions can be thought of
as an element of a group'sdesign because, like other social
norms, they develop early in a group's life and tend to persist
untilchanges in the group (e.g., composition)or its organiza204/ASQ, June 2000
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tional context (e.g., performance feedback) suggest that they
are no longer effective.
Hatfield, Cacioppo, and Rapson (1992, 1994) noted that
although individuals differ in their susceptibility to emotional
contagion, social norms can influence the degree to which
they catch another's emotions in interpersonal settings. The
possibility of emotional contagion increases when individuals
involved in repeated interactions develop normative tendencies to monitor carefully their interpersonal surroundings so
that they attend to, interpret, and respond to nonverbal emotional cues. Responses may be expressed cognitively (e.g.,
experiential states), physiologically (e.g., neurophysiological
arousal), and behaviorally (e.g., expressive and instrumental
behaviors). Mood convergence in work groups may be influenced by social norms that lead members to attend closely
to behavioral cues that signal other members' moods so as
to adjust their behavior accordingly. We refer to such norms
as mood-regulation norms. Members of work groups in
which such norms prevail are more likely to compare and
evaluate their own feelings relative to other members in the
process of determining which moods are appropriate in a particular situation. Group members are also likely to mimic and
synchronize their expressions with others in the course of
observing their behavior. Afferent feedback from facial, vocal,
or postural movements can enable members to catch the
moods that match such behavioral expressions (i.e., contagion), producing mood convergence. Thus, we expect that
mood convergence in work groups will be enhanced when
members develop normative tendencies to adjust their affective responses to match such mood information:
Hypothesis 4 (H4):The more a work group possesses moodregulationnorms, the greaterthe degree of mood convergence.
Task and Social Interdependence
Another factor that can influence mood convergence in work
groups includes how individuals construe their relations with
other members. Individuals are generally more likely to converge emotionally if they regard others in terms of interrelatedness rather than independence (Hatfield, Cacioppo,
and Rapson, 1994). Extending this basic principle, mood convergence is more likely in work groups with high levels of
task and social interdependence.
Among the sources of experienced interdependence in work
groups, the task is the core source of relatedness (Hackman,
1992). Task interdependence refers to the interconnections
among the tasks of group members, reflecting the degree to
which members rely on one another to accomplish their work
(Van de Ven and Ferry, 1980). Although the degree of task
interdependence is partly determined by the requirements
and constraints inherent in the technology or design of the
task (Goodman, 1986), it is also a function of the way group
members choose to plan, coordinate, and execute their
activities (Saavedra, Earley, and Van Dyne, 1993). High task
interdependence makes salient a collective sense of responsibility and increases the need for collaboration and mutual

adjustments among group members (Wageman,1995). This
205/ASQ, June 2000
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often produces pressures within groups to establish a unified
strategy so that members can organize,coordinate,and execute their tasks effectively (Gersick,1988). To do so, members must synchronizetheir thoughts and behavior,as well
as their feelings. Hightask interdependence may promote
member convergence in terms of a shared approachto the
task as well as shared mood, perhaps because such conditions increase the reliabilityof members' behavior,allowing
for well-coordinatedaction. Thus, high task interdependence
may promote emotional comparisonof mood information
among members to evaluate their own feelings relativeto
others and to determine appropriatefeelings for particular
situations.The intense communicationand interaction
requiredby high task interdependence providemembers with
opportunitiesto gather mood informationand may encourage
behavioralmimicryfor actions requiredto execute the collective task. Accordingly,higher levels of experienced task interdependence should be associated with greater degrees of
mood convergence in work groups:
Hypothesis 5 (H5):The higherthe level of task interdependencein
a work group,the greaterthe degree of mood convergence.

A second source of experienced interdependence in work
groups derives from the qualityof interpersonalrelations
among group members. Social interdependence or cohesion
reflects the psychologicaltie that binds members to a group,
includingthe degree to which members are attractedto each
other and the groupas a whole, and their desire to maintain
membership in the group (Levineand Moreland,1998; Hackman, 1992). Social roles that lead individualsto make a psychologicalinvestment in others may promote contagion (Hatfield, Cacioppo,and Rapson, 1994). Generally,individuals
mimic the behaviorof those to whom they feel close, and
they feel close to those who mimic their behavior.This suggests that greater social interdependence can increase sensitivityto others' needs, leadingwork group members to be
more attentive to other members' moods. This may increase
the likelihoodof automaticbehavioralmimicryand the possibilityof mood convergence.
Social interdependencealso functions as a form of social
influence that motivates uniformityof thought, feeling, and
behaviorbased on the dispensation of interpersonalrewards
(Hackman,1992) and may increase uniformityin members'
behavioralexpressions of mood. Conformitypressures associated with social interdependence may lead members to
scrutinizeobservable mood information,to evaluate their
own moods relativeto others, and to adjust their moods to
match those displayedby other members. Forthese reasons,
a high level of social interdependence in work groups should
be associated with greater mood convergence among members:
Hypothesis 6 (H6):The higherthe level of social interdependence
in a work group,the greaterthe degree of mood convergence.
2O6IASQ,June 2000
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Modeling Work Group Mood
We used the circumplexmodel of mood shown in Figure1
as an organizingframeworkto explore the range of moods
that work groups may experience collectively.Accordingto
the circumplexmodel, all moods share two basic, orthogonal
dimensions (Larsenand Diener,1992). One dimension
reflects hedonic valence (pleasant-unpleasant),and the second dimension includes behavioralreadiness or arousal(high
or low activation).A plot of 48 mood adjectives results in a
circularstructurerelativeto these two dimensions. At 45
degrees to the high-lowactivationand pleasant-unpleasant
dimensions, two additionaldimensions furtherdividethis circumplex structure.These two orthogonaldimensions reflect
a composite of hedonic valence and activation(activatedpleasant versus unactivated-unpleasant,and activatedunpleasantversus unactivated-pleasant).Together,the four
bipolardimensions of the circumplexmodel produceeight
mood categories that capturealmost the full range of affective experiences across individuals(Larsenand Diener,1992).
This mood structurecreates mood categories that are symmetric,fullydimensional,and reflect the content of the mood
Figure 1. The self-report circumplex model of mood (Larsen and Diener,
1992).
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states they represent. The dimensionalstructureof the circumplex model as well as its eight component mood categories have received strong empiricalsupport (Larsenand
Diener,1992; Weiss and Cropanzano,1996). By using the
mood circumplexmodel, we explored empiricallythe degree
to which work groups experience a broadrange of affective
states.
Larsenand Diener (1992) noted that one limitationof previous circumplexresearch is that it is mainlyself-reportedjudgment data. The circumplexmodel, however, providesa mapping of the moods that individualsexperience internallyand
express behaviorallyand that observers can therefore detect
in a group setting. As described below, we used the mood
circumplexin this way as the basis for constructingan
observer's instrumentto assess eight work group moods by
means of behavioral(facial,vocal, and postural)cues.
METHOD
Construction of an Observer's Instrument for Work Group
Mood
For mood to converge in work groups, it should be observable to individualmembers. To validatethis conceptualization
of work group mood we created an observer's instrument
that permits behavioralassessments of differentmood
states. Sixteen three-person research teams were charged
with developing behavioralindicatorsrelatedto the eight categories of the mood circumplexmodel. The members of
these teams were 48 undergraduatestudents (28 female, 20
male) participatingin an organizationalpsychology laboratory
course. We asked each team to develop behavioralindicators
for two of the eight mood categories, thus, four teams identified observable behaviorsfor each category of the mood circumplex model. These behavioralindicatorswere to be used
as mood informationthat could be detected by observers in a
group setting. We informedteams that facial,vocal, and posturalexpressions should relate to the six adjectives describing each mood category. Forexample, behavioralcues for
pleasant mood (e.g., cheerful, happy,delighted)could include
slightlyraised eyebrows (facial),an even speech pace (vocal),
and tiltingone's head toward others (postural).We proposed
that teams identifya set of 15-20 indicatorsfor each mood
category (i.e., approximatelysix facial, six vocal, and six posturalindicators).To develop these behavioralindicators,we
advised teams to spend time observing small groups in public places and to engage in role-playingexercises, such that
two team members acted out a specific mood experience
while the thirdteam member took notes on their behavioral
expressions.

Afterthe research teams developed an initialset of behavioralindicators,we pairedteams that had developed indicators for the same two mood categories to accentuate common informationbetween teams and reduce variabilityin
teams' recommendationsof behavioralindicators.Paired
teams were given two hours to discuss, revise, and choose a
preliminaryset of indicatorsthat best described their mood
categories. We then edited the preliminarydraftof facial,
vocal, and posturalindicatorsfor the circumplexmodel to
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maximizedifferentiationwhile also preservingnaturallyoccurringoverlays (e.g., activated pleasant mood is a composite of
pleasant mood and high activation).Teams then used these
behavioralindicatorsto code mood informationin a 30minute video clip from the motion picture TwelveAngryMen
(1958). Teams were randomlyassigned two mood categories
differentfrom those for which they had developed behavioral
indicators.We supplied each team member with a list of the
facial, verbal,and posturalindicatorsthat other teams had
generated for these mood categories. Afterfamiliarizing
themselves with these cues, team members independently
coded the video clip by placingcheck marksnext to the indicators they observed, each time they observed them.
Teams were then pairedwith anotherteam that coded the
video clip using the same mood categories and set of behavioralindicators.We assigned pairedteams the task of producing a reportthat evaluatedthe utilityof these behavioral
indicatorsfor coding group interactions.We used these
reportsto furtheredit the list of behavioralindicatorsfor
coherence and clarity.We then repeated this editing process,
havingteams code a second 30-minute video clip from the
motion picture WallStreet (1987) and produce a reportthat
evaluated the set of indicatorsthey used. The finalset of
behavioralindicatorsfor the eight mood categories used in
the observer's instrumentfor work group mood, shown in
AppendixA, reflects the final iterationof the editing process.
The facial,verbal,and posturalcues listed in AppendixA constitute observable mood informationthat is salient to individual members duringgroup interactions.
Method Overview
Thirty-fivethree-personobserver teams were created and
charged with the responsibilityof identifyingand then contractingwith two organizationalwork groups to participatein
the study. The members of these observer teams were
undergraduatestudents (58 female, 47 male) participatingin
an organizationalpsychology laboratorycourse over a twosemester sequence. Participationin this study constituted
the field research portionof the laboratorycourse and comprised 25 percent of students' course grade. Observerteams
were asked to identifywork groups that conformed to a wellsupported definitionof work groups by Guzzoand Dickson
(1996: 308-309): "Awork group is made up of individuals
who see themselves and who are seen by others as a social
entity, who are interdependentbecause of the tasks they
performas members of a group, who are embedded in one
or more largersocial systems (e.g., community,organization),
and who performtasks that affect others (such as customers
or coworkers)."
Observerteams contractedwith organizationalrepresentatives for permissionto observe work groups for a two-hour
periodand to have work group members complete a selfreportsurvey with items on mood states, work group moodregulationnorms, task and social interdependence,and
demographicinformation.Observerteams also obtained permission to gather self-reportsurvey data from work groups'
supervisors about work group design and membershipstabili209/ASQ, June 2000
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ty. Supervisorswere those individualsto whom work groups
reportedin the organizationalhierarchybut who were not
active members of the work group.
Sample
We obtained a sample of 70 work groups that fit the parameters of the study. Workgroups comprised four to eight members (mean = 5.10), resultingin a sample of 357 participants.
The sample includedwork groups that performeddiverse
tasks in 51 assorted organizationalcontexts. Ten work groups
created specific products, such as automotive tool designers,
Internetweb-site designers, and creative advertisingteams.
Twenty-onework groups providedservices to identifiable
clients and includedpreoperativesurgicalnurses, retailsales
teams, flight attendants, customer service representatives,
partnersin a law firm, billcollection agents, and computer
technicians. The centraltask of 15 work groups included
strategic planningand decision making.Examples includeda
nonprofitfund-raisinggroup, bank loan committees, juvenile
court case-management teams, and strategic human
resources teams. Fourteenwork groups generated solutions
to organizationalproblems and includedengineers, management consultants, and publicrelationscoordinators.Finally,
ten work groups executed athletic (e.g., separate five-man
units of a professionalhockey team), dramatic(e.g., improvisational comedy troupe),or musical performances (e.g.,
string quartet).
The average age of work group members was 32.4 years,
and 47 percent were male. The majority(76 percent) of participantswere members of their work groupfor a periodof
six months to one year (10 percent for less than six months,
14 percent for more than one year), and 68 percent of the
work groups were expected to remaintogether for one or
two years.
Data Collection Procedure
We providedobserver teams with a procedurefor assessing
work group mood using the observer's instrumentfor work
group mood. The first step requiredobservers to learnthe
facial,vocal, and posturalindicatorsfor each mood shown in
AppendixA. Observers were advised to practicewith these
cues, preferablyby coding several 15-20 minute video clips,
untilthey were well versed in using them. Observerteams
were requiredto spend two hours directlyobserving each of
their work groups. We recommended that observer teams
make arrangementsto observe their work groups at a time
when members would be actively engaged in their tasks.
Because we sought to minimizeclient, customer, and audience influences on work group moods, we advised observer
teams to conduct their observations at a time when members would interactmainlywith one another.Forservice
groups, observer teams viewed planning,trouble-shooting,or
debriefingmeetings. Forperformancegroups, observer
teams viewed practiceor rehearsalsessions.
Inthe second step, observers conducted individualassessments of work group mood. We instructedobservers to
familiarizethemselves with the indicatorsand then to use
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them to conduct their assessment of a work group, positioning themselves so as to observe all work group members as
they executed theirtasks. We instructedobservers not to
divide up the work in any way among themselves, asking
each observer to monitorall work group members and place
a check markon the assessment sheet each time a member
exhibiteda behavioralindicator.
Inthe thirdstep, observer teams collected self-reportdata
from work group members througha survey administeredat
the conclusion of the observationsession. While work group
members completed the survey, observer teams met to formulate collectivelyan assessment of work group mood. We
instructedmembers of the observer teams to compare their
individualratingsto arriveat their team's assessment of the
relativestrengths of the moods that were exhibited in the
work group observed. We asked them to rate each mood
category of the circumplexmodel on the form for the
observer-teamassessment of mood, indicatinghow much
each mood category was exhibited in the work groupthey
observed (0 = not at all, 6 = a great deal). We asked them to
providea separate, detailed descriptionof the procedurethe
team used to achieve consensus and generate ratingsfor
each mood category and of the types of indicatorsthat were
the majordriversin the team's ratingsof each mood category. Followingthe recommendationsof Guzlo et al. (1993), we
requiredeach observer team to achieve consensus on the
assigned values for the eight group mood categories. Thus,
our observed group mood scores captureda group-levelphenomenon without aggregation.We reasoned that using
observer teams as informationprocessors would increase
reliabilityand reduce variabilityin assessments of work group
mood. Groupstend to share common informationmore than
unique information,demonstrate consistency in the procedures used to process information,and, thus, produce more
accuratejudgments than individuals(Hinsz,Tindale,and Vollrath, 1997). We told observer teams that their assessments
would be compared with aggregated self-reportedvalues
from the work groups they observed. Such instructionswere
intended to create an expectation that observers were seeking a demonstrablycorrect response (i.e., an intellective
task). Intellectivetasks generate considerable information
sharing(Stasser and Stewart, 1992) and emphasize encoding
to ensure that group members have a thorough understanding of the task (Hinsz,Tlindaleand Vollrath,1997). Given
these prompts, observer teams were primedto forge individualrepresentationsof informationwith an eye for shared
interpretation.
We obtained a 100-percent response rate for the self-report
surveys, with all 357 members from the 70 work groups having completed the questionnaire.Obtainingthis response
rate was a conditionthat observer teams negotiated at the
entry phase of the study. The finalstep of data collection was
for observer teams to gather self-reportsurvey data from the
work group's supervisoron work group design and membership stability.Observerteams distributedthe supervisorsurveys immediatelyafter the observationsession and then
retrievedthem one or two days later.
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Followingdata collection, observer teams were asked to prepare a summary reportthat would enable furtherrefinements
to the observer's instrumentfor work group mood. Questions centered on the strategies teams used to rate the presence of each work group mood, the degree to which various
mood categories were readilyobservable, and the usefulness
of varioustypes of indicators(facial,vocal, and postural)for
assessing work group mood.
Survey Measures
Event-structure properties. Supervisorsprovidedinformation on group membership stabilityusing items from Hackman's (1982) "Guidefor observations of work teams."
Responses to items reflect summaryassessments based on
repeated exposure to or direct observations of a particular
work group. Fouritems were taken directlyor adapted from
Hackmanto assess group membershipstability,which
reflects both continuityof membershipand frequency of
interaction.Examplesincluded "Do members typicallyremain
in the same group indefinitelyor does membershipchange
frequently?"and "How often can individualsexpect to be in
a groupwith at least two other people with whom they have
worked in the last six months?" Response formats appeared
as 5-pointscales. Responses to these items demonstrated a
high level of association (Pearson r rangedfrom .79 to .91),
thus we averaged the items to form a single measure of
membership stability(Cronbach'salpha = .80). This suggests
that in our sample, work groups that remainedintact longer
tended to interactmore often. An additionalitem was used
to determine the majortype of work performedby each
team (e.g., production,service, decision making,problem
solving, or performance).
We measured the prevalence of work groups' mood-regulation norms with an 18-item scale developed by Dohertyand
colleagues (Dohertyet al., 1995; Doherty,1997). We used
the Dohertyscale as an index of individualsusceptibilityto
mood convergence, defined as the extent to which a person
is affectively in tune with others, based on tendencies to
notice facial,vocal, and posturalexpressions and to experience the moods displayed by others. AlthoughDoherty
devised the scale as an individualdifference measure, it
allowed us to assess behaviorsconsistent with our definition
of mood-regulationnorms because it measures the frequency with which emotional stimuliare noticed and the likelihood
that they elicit emotional expressions characteristicof the
observed emotion (Doherty,1997: 134). Some items assess
attentionto others' emotions, whereas other items describe
emotional responses to another person's emotional experience or expression.
We adapted the items and instructionsto ask how members
typicallybehave in their work group, ratherthan how they
generallybehave across situations. Examples included "I pay
attentionto what others are feeling" and "I notice myself
getting tense when I'maroundmembers who are stressed
out" (see AppendixB for a complete item list).We preserved
"I"as the referentfor each item. A common method for
measuringsocial norms involves asking group members
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about their personal reactionsto other members' behaviors
and then aggregatingsuch responses (Levineand Moreland,
1998). Groupmembers ratedthe accuracyof each item in
describingtheir individualfeelings and behaviorin their work
group on a 7-pointscale (1 = very inaccurate,7 = very accurate). Dohertyhas shown that the scale is a reliablemeasure
with high constructvalidity.Cronbach'salphafor our adapted
measure was .88.
Taskinterdependencepartlystems from requirementsand
constraints inherentin a task's technology or design. It is also
a characteristicof the way individualsplan,coordinate,and
execute their tasks in relationto other features of the context, such as goals, feedback, rewards,authority,and leadership (Saavedra,Earley,and VanDyne, 1993; Wageman,
1995). The interdependenceof members in a work group is
often similar,but it can also varya great deal. Therefore,we
assessed members' "experienced"task interdependence
with Pearce and Gregersen's (1991) 8-item scale, which is
sensitive to variationin members' task interdependence.
Examplesincluded "Ifrequentlymust coordinatemy efforts
with others" and "Theway I performmy work has a significant impact on others." Respondents rated on a 7-pointscale
(1 = very inaccurate,7 = very accurate)the extent to which
each statement was an accurate descriptionof the way they
worked with other members. Cronbach'salphafor this measure was .82.
Social interdependencewas assessed with a 5-item social
cohesion scale developed by Koysand DeCotiis (1991). Work
group members indicatedon a 7-pointscale (1 = stronglydisagree, 7 = stronglyagree) the extent to which they agreed
that each statement described the qualityof interpersonal
relationsamong members. Examples included "People take a
personal interest in one another"and "Thereis a lot of 'team
spirit'in our work group."Cronbach'salphawas .85.
Self-reported mood. Self-reportmood was assessed with
the 48 mood adjectives contained in the mood circumplex
model. Eachof the eight mood categories was measured by
six mood adjectives (see figure 1). The validityof the eightcategory structureof the circumplexmodel has been widely
demonstrated (Larsenand Diener,1992; Weiss and Cropanzano, 1996). Cronbach'salphafor each of the eight mood categories rangedfrom .75 to .91, with a mean alphaof .85.
Workgroup members used a 7-pointscale (O= not at all, 6 =
a great deal) to reportthe extent to which they were currently experiencingeach mood adjective. Because work group
members completed the survey immediatelyat the conclusion of their work session, we capturedhow they felt at the
moment, havingjust completed a periodof sustained interaction.
RESULTS
We had several goals for this study. First,we wanted to
establish the extent to which mood convergence occurs in
work groups (H1)and whether such convergence is indicated
across all mood categories in the circumplexmodel. Second,
we wanted to demonstrate that work group moods manifest
themselves behaviorally(H2)by comparingobservers'
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assessments of work group mood with aggregated selfreportedvalues. Third,we wanted to examine the influence
of variousevent-structurepropertieson mood convergence
(H3-H6).
Aggregation of Self-Report Assessments
Work group mood. To ascertainwhether self-reportedvalues of mood could be aggregated to the group-level,we
used two complementarymeasures of within-groupagreement. The first, the intraclasscorrelationcoefficient (ICC),
uses a one-way analysis of varianceto ensure that the variance between teams is greater than the variancewithin
teams. ICCcoefficients that yield a significantF-test provide
empiricalsupportfor aggregation(Kennyand LaVoie,1985).
The second measure of within-groupagreement, the interraterreliabilitycoefficient (IRR),indicatesthe proportionof
systematic variancein a specific group in relationto the
expected variance,reflectingthe degree to which work group
members converge or agree in their assessments (James,
Demaree, and Wolf, 1984). The IRRuses a regularuniform
nulldistributionto estimate within-groupagreement. An IRR
of zero indicates low convergence among group members; a
coefficient of .50 suggests moderate convergence, and coefficients above .70 suggest substantialconvergence (James,
Demaree, and Wolf, 1984). Together,the ICCand IRRcoefficients reveal which variableshave greater between-group differences and similarwithin-groupagreement levels (Edmondson, 1996).
Table1 demonstrates the existence of mood convergence
across the eight self-reportedmood categories of the mood
circumplexmodel. Each mood category yielded significant
ICCvalues, rangingfrom .51 to .59 (p < .001). The median
IRRcoefficients rangedfrom .52 to .76, suggesting moderate
to high levels of within-groupagreement across mood categories. Althoughgroup members tended to become affectively in tune with one another,we did not obtaincomplete
mood convergence. We suspect this is due to variancein
how much members express their own moods, their attentiveness to others' moods, and their abilitiesto decode
behavioralcues accurately(Hatfield,Cacioppo,and Rapson,
1994). Nonetheless, our results providestrong supportfor
Table 1
Intraclass Coefficients, Interrater Reliabilities, and Intercorrelations for Self-reported Work Group Moods*
Self-reported mood

Alpha

1

ICC Median IRR

2

3

4

5

6

7

1. High activation
.87
.55w
.62
2. Activated pleasant
.90
.57w
.65
.33**
3. Pleasant
.88
.59m
.61
.05
.28
4. Unactivated pleasant
.81
.58m
.59
.31
-.03
.23
5. Low activation
.75
.12
.15
.51
.52
-.30
-.16
6. Unactivated
.26
.78
.56
-.25
-.21
.05
unpleasant
.58g
-.30S
7. Unpleasant
.91
.55w
.76
-.35"
-.02
-.03
.33w
-.07
-.05
.20
.36"
8. Activated unpleasant
.89
-.16
-.32"
-.08
.58m
.72
.30w -.02
Sp < .05; "p < .01; mp < .001.
*N= 70 work groups (357 work group members). Median IRRvalues range from .00 to 1.00: .00 = low mood convergence, .50 = moderate mood convergence, .70 = substantial mood convergence.
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the conceptualizationof mood as a collective propertyof
work groups (Hi).
Among the higher IRRcoefficients were moods characterized
by unpleasantness (unpleasant= .76, activated unpleasant=
.72), suggesting that work groups are prone to experience
unpleasantmoods collectively.Research has shown that negative informationand events are highlysalient in interpersonal settings, evoking stronger and more rapidphysiological,
cognitive, emotional, and social responses than neutralor
pleasant events (Cacioppo,Gardner,and Berntson, 1997).
Hence, behavioralcues indicativeof unpleasantmood may
command substantialattention, increasingthe likelihoodof
convergence throughautomaticmimicryand synchronyof
behavioralexpressions (i.e., contagion).Overall,the results
suggest that mood convergence can occur for a broad range
of mood categories and is not contingent on specific affective qualities (e.g., pleasantness or unpleasantness, high or
low activation).
Event-structure properties. Self-reportedmeasures of
mood-regulationnorms and task and social interdependence
passed the aggregationtests of a significantICC(.56, .58,
and .71, respectively)and acceptable levels of within-group
agreement (IRR= .77, .65, and .78, respectively).We created
collective scores for each work group propertyby averaging
individualmembers' scores, which we then used in subsequent analyses.
Generation of Observer Team Ratings
We expected that the behavioralindicatorsfor assessing
work group mood would allow for variabilityin observers'
skills and habits. That is, observers differ in their preferences
(i.e., facial,vocal, and posturalcues) and abilities(i.e., frequency with which cues were reported)for decoding mood.
Thus, the generationof an observer-teamassessment
requiredthat data from differentobservers be reconciledand
that teams reach consensus on the mood information(facial,
vocal, and postural)that was collectivelysalient. Ourexaminationof observer teams' summary reports revealed that
individualsdid exhibitdifferentobservationpatterns but that
few observer teams experienced any difficultiesin generating
team assessments for the eight mood categories. Observers'
data were generallyconsistent despite idiosyncrasiesin
observationtechniques. Althoughsome observers detected
mostly facial cues whereas others focused on posturalcues,
the behaviorsdetected by observers tended to correspondto
the same mood categories. Thus, observers detected the
same moods using differentmood information.
We also examined observer teams' summary reportsto
determine the strategies that teams used to generate collective ratings.Most observer teams (N = 33, 94 percent) used
a similarstrategy. First,individualstalliedtheir frequency
counts across the behavioralindicatorsfor each mood category and then either rank-orderedthe moods or assigned a
value (0 = not at all, 6 = a great deal) to indicatehow much
of each mood was present in a work group. Observers then
compared their individualassessments, reconcileddiscrepancies, listed the mood categories in terms of prevalence with215/ASQ, June 2000
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in the work group, and then collectivelyassigned a value (0 =
not at all, 6 = a great deal) to each mood category.This
process requiredthat observer teams share informationand
resolve discrepantdata, which probablyproducedmore accurate and reliableassessments of work group mood than if we
had collected and aggregated individualobservers' data.
Overall,observer teams' summary reports indicatedthat collective ratingswere not remarkablydifferentfrom individual
assessments, suggesting adequate interraterreliability,
though developing consensus ratingsmay have helped to filter out the variabilityin individualassessments and to accentuate shared information.
Correspondence between Self-reported and Observed
Mood Ratings
Observers' and self-reportedratingseach provideglobal
assessments of eight mood categories based on a common
metric (0-6 scale). To determine whether observer teams
were able to assess work group moods accurately,we conducted a pairedt-test of self-reportedand observed ratings
for each mood category. Ourdata met the assumptions for a
matched-pairsanalysis, given that observers' and self-reported ratingswere made underthe same conditionsand mean
differences between observers' and self-reportedratingsof
each mood category were normallydistributed.Table2 presents the results. Observerteams generated accurate
assessments of work group mood for four mood categories:
high activation,activated pleasant, unpleasant,and activated
unpleasant.We obtained nonsignificantt-valuesfor these
moods with correlationsbetween observed and self-report
ratingsrangingfrom .68 to .80.
Observerteams generated differentratingsof work group
mood for the four remainingmood categories: pleasant,
unactivatedpleasant, low activation,and unactivatedunpleasant. As table 2 shows, we obtained moderate correlationsfor
Table 2
Comparisons of Observed and Self-reported Mood Ratings
Circumplex categories

Highactivation
Activatedpleasant
Pleasant
Unactivatedpleasant
Low activation
Unactivatedunpleasant
Unpleasant
Activatedunpleasant

Observer
Mean

1.99
(1.83)
2.75
(1.93)
3.87
(1.81)
3.40
(1.93)
2.76
(1.54)
1.96
(1.64)
1.32
(1.28)
1.65
(1.30)

Self-report
Mean

Pearson r

1.77
(1.02)
2.40
(1.18)
2.98
(1.20)
2.69
(1.35)
1.42
(.98)
1.52
(1.02)
1.01
(.99)
1.53
(1.17)

Sp < .01; *p < .001.
*N = 70 work groups, N = 35 observer teams, d.f.

=

are in parentheses.
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t-value*

.68"

1.18

.70w

2.09

.42"

4.75"

.50w

3.27

.48"

7.03w

.54"

3.03

.76"

1.67

.80w

1.04

69. Standard deviations
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the off-targetmood categories rangingfrom .42 to .54 and
statisticallysignificantt-valuesfor observer and self-reported
ratings.Accordingto Cohen (1987), correlationsbetween .30
and .49 represent medium effect sizes while correlations
equal to or greater than .50 represent large effect sizes.
Althoughobserved and self-reportedratingsof these moods
differed,the correlationsdemonstrate moderate to high levels of association.
Whereas observer teams overestimated the degree to which
the four mood categories were exhibited, both observer
teams and work groups ratedthese moods as most prevalent. It appears that observer teams correctlyidentifiedwhich
moods were most characteristicof work group members'
experiences but overestimated their presence in the group
setting. Althoughwe obtained significantt-valuesfor only
four mood categories (pleasant, unactivatedpleasant, low
activation,and unactivatedunpleasant),observed ratings
were consistently higherthan self-reportedratingsfor all
eight mood categories. It is possible that observer teams
overestimated the presence of work group moods because
theirjudgments were based on relativeassessments of available mood information.Hence, there was no baseline against
which observer teams could weigh the behavioralevidence
collected for each mood category.
To test whether observer teams could detect accurately
which work group moods were present, independentof how
much each mood was present, we transformedthe original
observer and self-reportedratingsto ranksand then used
Spearmancorrelationsto assess their relationship.Overall,
Spearmancorrelationsrangedfrom .66 to .82, suggesting
that observers' rankingswere notablyaccurate compared
with self-reportedrankingsof the mood circumplexcategories. Forthe four mood categories that yielded significanttvalues, Spearmancorrelationsindicatedconsiderableconsistency in observer and self-reportedrankings:pleasant = .66,
unactivatedpleasant = .70, low activation= .69, and unactivated unpleasant= .71. Combinedwith the results reported
in table 2, our findingssuggest that observer teams were
successful in discerningand interpretingbehavioralevidence
of work group moods. On the whole, these results provide
supportfor hypothesis 2. The patternof results also suggests
that the observer's instrument,ratherthan requiringextensive and singulartraining,buildson observers' naturalabilities
to decode mood information.Inthis respect, the instrument
providesa more conservative test of the perceptibilityof
mood informationin work groups than if we had used a rigorous trainingprotocol.
Evaluation of the Observer's Instrument for Work Group
Mood
We examined individualobservers' data to determine the
usefulness of facial,vocal, and posturalindicatorsfor evaluating work group moods. Foreach observer (N = 105), we tallied the frequency counts for the facial,vocal, and postural
indicatorsfor the eight mood categories. Table3 shows that
observers used multipleindicatorsas mood information,suggesting that work group members can share their moods
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Table 3
Means and Standard Deviations for Frequency of Anchor Use for the
Observer's Instrument for Work Group Mood*
Frequency of Anchor Use
Mood Categories

Facial

High activation

Vocal

9.53
8.91
(7.30)
(7.20)
Activated pleasant
18.12
9.52
(9.52)
(11.79)
Pleasant
20.63
10.67
(6.79)
(18.00)
Unactivated pleasant
18.21
13.98
(2.01)
(5.17)
Low activation
9.68
3.69
(4.20)
(3.55)
Unactivated unpleasant
1.96
2.66
(3.28)
(2.93)
4.96
1.01
Unpleasant
(3.14)
(2.08)
Activated unpleasant
3.32
1.81
(5.56)
(5.95)
Total:
8.61
15.51
(6.45)
(8.21)
*N= 105 observers. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

Postural
10.87
(4.66)
15.98
(11.80)
12.70
(7.55)
15.74
(4.12)
5.67
(2.80)
4.59
(4.36)
3.30
(3.75)
5.00
(5.57)
12.31
(6.74)

with others throughdifferentchannels of expression. Overall,
the data suggest that facial expressions were used most frequently,followed by posturalmovements, and then vocalizations. This is consistent with observer teams' summary
reports indicatingthat facial indicatorswere the easiest to
detect. Psychologicalresearch on emotion suggests that
overt facial movements are perhaps the most fundamental
form of emotional expression and that individualsgenerally
are able to tracksubtle moment-to-momentchanges in facial
gestures (Hsee, Hatfield,and Chemtob, 1991). Evolutionary
views of language (Corballis,1999) also suggest that gestural
communication(facialand posturalexpressions) was more
adaptive in primitiveenvironmentsthan vocal communication. Gestures are silent, reducingthe riskof alertingothers
to one's presence, as well as spatial,which is better suited
to indicatingthe whereabouts of others. Consequently,
humans have developed an innate capacityto communicate
by gesture.
Vocalcues may be less useful for evaluatinggroup mood
because members can only displaysuch cues when it is their
turnto speak. Interactionpatterns resultingfrom a work
group'sauthoritystructure,role assignments, and task strategies may limitindividualmembers' speaking time and the
extent to which they can express mood informationwith
vocal cues. Also, emotional outbursts are often discouraged
in organizationalsettings (Ashforthand Humphrey,1995),
thus group members may refrainfrom expressing certain
moods throughvocal cues. Vocalizingactivated pleasant and
activated unpleasantmoods may be particularlyinappropriate
(e.g., loud volume, rapidpace, high pitch, shortness of
breath),leading members to select alternativechannels
throughwhich to express their feelings. Such factors, coupled with naturalabilitiesto detect, interpret,and mimic ges218/ASQ, March 2000
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tures, suggest that facialand posturalbehaviorssurpass verbal cues as useful mood informationin work group settings.
Table3 also shows that observers generated the highest frequency counts for high activation,activated pleasant, pleasant, and unactivatedpleasant mood. This implies that individual observers saw more behavioralevidence of these moods
than of the other mood categories. Self-reporteddata in table
2 show that work groups experienced these four moods to a
greater extent than other moods. Thus, individualobservers'
data map perfectly onto work groups' self-reporteddata.
These data reinforceour argumentthat observers can detect
work group moods using behavioralcues and also demonstrate the utilityof the observer's instrumentfor assessing
such moods in naturalcontexts.
Impact of Event-structure Properties on Mood
Convergence
The interraterreliability(IRR)coefficient represents the level
of within-groupagreement and, thus, reflects the degree to
which group members' responses are interchangeable
(James, Demaree, and Wolf, 1984). Accordingly,we used
work groups' IRRcoefficients as measures of mood convergence for the eight self-reportedmood categories in subsequent analyses. Hypotheses 3-6 represent the predicted
effects of event-structureproperties(membershipstability,
mood-regulationnorms, and task and social interdependence)
on mood convergence. Althoughwe did not expect mood
convergence to differsystematicallyas a functionof task
type (i.e., production,service, decision making,problemsolving, and performance),we tested for this possibilitybefore
proceedingwith any analyses. A multivariateanalysis of variance (MANOVA)
revealed no univariateor multivariateeffects
(Pillai'sF = 1.68, p > .05), thus we did not controlfor task
type in subsequent analyses. The findingthat mood convergence does not vary by task type implies that work groups
performinga wide varietyof tasks can develop collective
moods, though it is prematureto suggest that mood convergence is not contingent on the type of tasks performedby
work groups. The task categories we used are fairlybroad
(e.g., service, decision making)and contain substantialvariance in terms of the activities requiredby work groups.
Using the service category as an example, it is reasonableto
suspect that flight attendants, surgicalnurses, and lawyers
performa differentarrayof tasks. Thus, the task categories
do not dictate patterns of interactionin work groups.
Nonetheless, the findingthat mood convergence did not vary
as a function of these broadtask categories implies that
affective coordinationmay be a fundamentalaspect of working in a social system and has implicationsfor a broadarray
of work groups.
Table4 presents means, standarddeviations,and zero-order
correlationsfor event-structurepropertiesand mood convergence. Overall,mood convergence for each mood category
was positivelyand significantlyassociated with membership
stability,task interdependence,and social interdependence,
providinginitialsupportfor hypotheses 3, 5, and 6, respectively. Mood-regulationnorms were significantlyrelatedto
219/ASQ, June 2000
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Table 4
Intercorrelations for Event-structure Properties and Mood Convergence*

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

IRR high activation
IRRactivated pleasant
IRRpleasant
IRR unactivated pleasant
IRR low activation
IRR unactivated unpleasant
IRR unpleasant
IRRactivated unpleasant
Membership stability
Mood-regulation norms
Task interdependence
Social interdependence

Mean

S.D.

1

2

3

4

.63
.60
.62
.58
.55
.57
.70
.64
3.70
4.71
4.91
5.18

.25
.20
.26
.27
.29
.25
.28
.31
1.00
1.30
1.15
1.02

.58"
.51m
.45"
.32
.44"
.40C
.46"
.41
.34
.57"
.50C

.52"
.45"
.34
.50w
.30
.36
.37"
.40C
.52"
.48"

.52"
.67"
.50C
.36
.38
.50
.32
.50w
.45"

.54"
.22
.48g
.41 *

6

7

8

9

10

11

.46"
.40C
.350
.340

5

.50C
.30
.31 *
.47"
.18
.42"
.35*

.43"
7. IRR unpleasant
.48m
.66m
8. IRRactivated unpleasant
.45"
.44"
.38
9. Membership stability
.17
.26
.41m
.30
10. Mood-regulation norms
.34
.48m
.45
.30
11. Task interdependence
.55"
.28
.25
.37*
.44"
.38?
.45"
12. Social interdependence
Op < .01; "p < .001.
*N= 70 work groups, IRRvalues range from .00 to 1.00. Task and social interdependence and prevalence of moodregulation norms are self-reported. Membership stability is supervisor-reported.

mood convergence for five out of the eight mood categories:
high activation,activated pleasant, pleasant, unpleasant,and
activated unpleasant.Mood-regulationnorms were not significantlyassociated with low arousalmood categories: unactivated pleasant, low activation,and unactivatedunpleasant.
Althoughthese results offer only partialsupportfor hypothesis 4, they do suggest that mood-regulationnorms are generally associated with mood convergence in work groups.
We used hierarchicalregression analyses to assess the independent contributionsof work group stabilityand mood-regulationnorms and task and social interdependenceto mood
convergence. First,we entered the group design variables
that reflect relativelystable event-structurepropertiesand
then we added the dynamicinterdependencevariables.
Table5 presents these results. Collectively,this constellation
of work groupfactors explaineda substantialproportionof
the variancein mood convergence, with adjusted R2values
rangingfrom .27 to .41.
Overall,membershipstabilityand task and social interdependence were significantpredictorsof mood convergence for
the eight mood categories, supportinghypotheses 3, 5, and
6, but mood-regulationnorms predictedmood convergence
for only three mood categories: high activation,activated
pleasant, and activated unpleasant.Thus, we found partial
supportfor hypothesis 4. These results suggest that group
membershipstabilityand task and social interdependence
operate in similarways to shape convergence for moods that
varyon both hedonic tone and activation.The presence of
norms for mood expressions, however, may influence mood
convergence only for high-energymoods that are either
pleasantlyor unpleasantlycharged.
220/ASQ, June 2000
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DISCUSSION
We argued that if mood converges in work groups, it should
be observable to both individualmembers and observers.
Our results suggest that some mood categories may provide
more accurate windows for observers than others. Moods
characterizedby high arousal (activatedunpleasant,high activation, and activated pleasant)yielded more accurate observer assessments, possibly because behavioralcues signaling
these moods are more salient in a group context. As shown
in AppendixA, the facial,vocal, and posturalcues for these
moods involve more exaggerated movements, such as a
rapidvocal pace, hearty laughter,and frequent smiling (activated pleasant),or clenched teeth, a flushed face, and closed
fists (activatedunpleasant).Observers may be able to
decode such behavioralcues more accuratelythan the facial,
postural,and vocal expressions associated with low energy
mood states. Forthe three mood categories characterizedby
low arousal (unactivatedpleasant, low activation,and unactivated pleasant),observer teams were less accurate in judging the degree to which these moods were present in work
groups when their ratingswere compared with self-reported
ratings.Further,these mood categories yielded the lowest
levels of mood convergence in aggregated self-reportedratings. This patternof results suggests that work group members are less attuned to low-energy moods, perhaps because
they involve more subtle and constrainedbehavioralexpressions than other mood states. It also begins to answer the
question raised by Barsade (1998) about whether certain
moods are more likelyto spread among members of a work
group. Our results are consistent with Barsade'sprediction
that affective convergence in work groups is more likelyto
occur for high-energy(e.g., cheerful enthusiasm, hostile irritability)than for low-energy emotions (e.g., serene warmth,
depressed sluggishness).
Overall,our results provideevidence that mood information
can be communicatedto others via facial,vocal, and postural
cues and that behavioraldata may be used as accurate
approximationsof work group moods. Ourresults provideinitial supportfor the idea that the collective constructionof
work group mood may result from observable behavioral
cues in the group. Inthis regard,our research serves as an
importantbuildingblock for understandinghow work group
mood develops and for identifyingpossible methods for
studying it. We inferthat mood convergence ensues from
the dual processes of emotional contagion and emotional
comparison,both of which requirebehavioralinformation.An
alternativeargument is that task or situationalfactors set the
tone for our observed work sessions. Forexample, if a product development team was facing a crisis, then we may have
expected to see evidence of activated-unpleasantmood
among members, perhaps even before they convened as a
group. Althoughconditions outside a work group can initiate
a common social-emotionalexperience for members, it is
unlikelythat this would enable them to share the same feelings to a similardegree for each category of the mood circumplex model. The findingthat work groups had at least
moderate mood convergence for the eight mood categories
suggests that other mood-coordinationmechanisms are in
222/ASQ, June 2000
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play as work groups performtheir tasks. Individualvariation
in hedonic valence (pleasantness-unpleasantness)and activation that exist when group members convene as a group
become synchronizedin the course of workingtogether.
Comparisonand contagion processes are centralto affective
coordination,but future research should examine these
processes directlyin work groups.
The observer's instrumentthat we developed enabled us to
investigateempiricallythe concept of work groupmood.
Observers'and self-reportedratingsof mood on this instrument indicatedthat work groups can experience a more
diverse range of collective moods than past researchwould
suggest. Ourresearchalso represents a first attempt to show
that observers can use behavioralcues to assess, with considerableaccuracy,the collective mood of work groupmembers.
The instrumentshould be a valuablemeasurementdevice in
other researchcontexts as well. It providesan unobtrusive
alternativeto self-reportedmeasures of mood that is compatible with both field and laboratoryinvestigationsand should be
most useful in futureinquiriesof the originsand consequences of work groupmood. Forexample, futurework could
use the observer'sinstrumentto explore how members build
on and shape each other's moods. Observerscan trace how
both influential(i.e., leaders, high-statusmembers)and behaviorallyexpressive groupmembers can sway the collective
groupmood as well as assess the proportionof groupmembers that is needed to tip the collective mood in a certain
affective direction(Barsadeand Gibson,1998).
Research on emotional laborcan also use the observer's
instrumentto assess service workers' attentiveness to formal organizationaldisplay rules. Researchers can compare
observer's data with self-reporteddata to determine the
degree of emotive dissonance (i.e., discrepancybetween felt
and displayedemotions) experienced by service providers
and its connection to emotional exhaustion and job satisfaction (Sutton, 1991; Morrisand Feldman,1996). Further,given
that mood research often relies on self-reportdata (Larsen
and Diener,1992), an importantadvantage of observational
data is that they help to reduce the problemof commonsource bias that can threaten the integrityof statisticalfindings.
Observerteams used their individualassessments (frequency counts) to generate consensus ratingsof work group
mood, thus, we have no data to test the interraterreliability
of observers. Because of variationin observers' skills and
habits, combined with the difficultyof coding group behavior
in realtime (e.g., viewing angle of observer, numberof
observationtargets, speed of target behavior),we reasoned
that observer teams would generate more accurate and reliable assessments by focusing on shared information.
Althoughgroups tend to providemore accuratejudgments
than individuals(Hinsz,Tindale,and Vollrath,1997), it is prematureto conclude that individualobservers would be less
accurate in estimating work group mood. When work group
behavioris capturedon videotape and can be viewed multiple times, researchers could use a single observer to conduct
a behavioralassessment with the observer's instrumentand
223/ASQ, June 2000
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complete an overallratingof how much each mood was present or aggregate multipleobservers' data. Researchers
could spend time trainingobservers to be well versed in
using multiplebehavioralindicatorsto infermood. Such applications would requireresearchers to performadditionalreliabilitytests to determine the consistency in observers' overall
ratingsof the eight mood circumplexcategories. Such efforts
would providefurthervalidationof the observer's instrument
as well as extend its practicalutility.
Event Structures Promoting Mood Convergence
Multipleforces operate on work groups to influence the
degree to which members develop mutuallyshared moods.
Our research represents a first attempt to identifyempirically
event structuresthat affect mood convergence among members. Workgroups that had frequent and continued contact
and construed themselves as strongly interconnectedon
both a task and social basis were especially prone to mood
convergence. The prevalence of mood-regulationnorms had
differentialeffects on mood convergence for the circumplex
mood categories. We found that mood-regulationnorms are
stronglyassociated with mood convergence for high-energy
mood states (highactivation,activated pleasant, activated
unpleasant).
Althoughthe presence of mood-regulationnorms in work
groups can only be inferredgiven the measure we used (e.g.,
Doherty,1997), our interpretationof the results is that moodregulationnorms are associated with high-energymoods possibly because they are a more centralfeature of task interactions than low-energy moods. Groupactivityrequires
coordination,which itself requiresenergy regulation.A group
may be enthusiastic or it may be fatigued;a group may be
nervous or it may be relaxed.Weiss and Cropanzano(1996)
argued that the level of energy or arousalof a mood state is
usuallyelevated for importantevents and flat for unimportant
events. High-arousalmood states tend to signal changing circumstances in the environmentand stimulate a search to
interpretthose changes. Accordingly,such moods motivate
action toward achievinga particularset of outcomes and,
thus, are often experienced for events with meaningfulconsequences. Forwork groups, events that are closely tied to
the task requireextensive coordination(Hackman,1992) and,
thus, energy regulation,which may be better served by high
arousalthan low-arousalmood states. High-arousalgroup
moods may be adaptivefor work groups because they motivate collective action toward goal attainment.Forevents not
centralto the task, members may be less emotionallyinvested, and normativecontrolshould be low.
Accordingly,we would expect more synchronous controlfor
activated moods throughgroup norms, given that intensity
levels are higherthan for unactivatedmoods (Larsenand
Diener, 1992). Althoughwork groups experienced a full range
of moods, they may develop tendencies to regulate behavioralexpressions of activated mood, perhaps because
these are linkedto importanttask activities. This argument is
consistent with the findingthat group members' attentiveness and responsiveness to observable mood information
224/ASQ, June 2000
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(i.e., mood-regulationnorms)were more stronglyassociated
with mood convergence for high-energythan low-energy
mood states. This may partlyexplainwhy work groups' selfreporteddata demonstrated less convergence for low-energy
moods than high-energymoods. We noted previouslythat
behavioralcues signalinglow-energy moods might not be
particularlysalient, reducingthe degree to which members
detect and respond to such moods, but it is also possible
that low-energy moods have a limitedinstrumentalvalue during task interactionsand tend not to be regulatedby members. Ourdata were collected after a sustained collective
work session, thus we did not examine non-performing
episodes in groups' work cycles (i.e., downtime). Gersick
(1988) suggested that work groups oscillate between periods
of coordinationand member autonomy in executing their
work, thus it is possible that low-energy moods and norms
pertainingto such moods have greater relevance duringperiods of increased task independence and social interaction.
Additionalresearch is needed to explore possible differences
in work group moods that members regulate duringtask and
social exchanges.
Because the present study was correlationaland did not
involvethe manipulationof variables,causalitycannot be
inferredfor relationshipsbetween event structures and mood
convergence. It is unlikely,however, that mood convergence
causes membership stability(i.e., membership is usually
assigned by management) or normativepower (i.e., it is a relatively stable developmentalfeature of work groups). But
because mood convergence serves an importantsocial integrationfunction (Hatfield,Cacioppo,and Rapson, 1994), it is
possible that high levels of mood convergence lead members
to construe themselves as more interrelatedon both a task
and a social basis. Althoughthis is more likelyfor pleasant
than unpleasantgroup moods, we recommend future
research to explore how mood convergence for variouscircumplex categories influences these relationalgroupfactors.
Longitudinaldesigns in which the complex interplayof these
factors is monitoredover time should prove particularly
insightful.
Inthis study, we presented an initialmappingof the event
structuresthat influence work group mood, thus it is unlikely
that all relevantconstructs were included.Forexample,
Manstead (1991) argued that despite substantialevidence
indicatingthe universalityof meaning of certainfacial expressions (Ekmanand Keltner,1997), the expression and experience of affect in social situations are subject to cultural,ethnic, and socioeconomic influences. Forexample, individuals
are more expressive in cultures that value emotional displays
as an opportunityfor self-expression or as useful social communicationthan in cultures that view such displays as weak
and immatureor as disruptiveto social interaction.Work
groups with members who tend to be emotionallyunexpressive are unlikelyto exhibittheir moods behaviorally,thus
attenuatingthe possibilityof mood convergence. Other relevant individualdifferences that shape affective expressiveness includegender (Hall,1984), age (Malatestaand Izard,
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1984), and affective dispositionor proclivityto feel certain
moods (George, 1990).
Demographicfactors have importantimplicationsfor work
group moods. Members of diverse work groups may find it
difficultto identifyand interpretbehavioralmood information
displayed by dissimilarothers, thereby reducingmood convergence. Research could investigate patterns of mood convergence in work groups operatingin differentculturalcontexts as well as in work groups with diverse demographic
compositions. Such efforts would extend our research by further elaboratingthe conditions that shape the collective constructionof work group moods. Anotherimportantavenue
for future research is to focus on the functionof collective
moods in work groups. Research at the individuallevel has
shown that mood states affect task motivation,information
processing, and social behavior,producingvariedeffects on
analyticalreasoning, problemsolving, decision making,and
creativity(Isen and Baron,1991; Staw and Barsade, 1993;
Staw, Sutton, and Pelled, 1994). It is possible that collective
moods have importantimplicationsfor work groups performing organizationaltasks. Connections between work group
moods and group performanceoutcomes have not yet been
well established. George (1990, 1995) and Barsade (1998)
have pioneered work in this area, reportingthat collective
moods influence absenteeism, cooperation,and conflict in
ways similarto individuals.
It is also possible, however, that the influence of collective
mood on group behaviormay follow pathways that differ
from the effects on individuals.Forexample, Forgas (1992)
noted a mood-congruenceeffect in that individualjudgments
were positive in a pleasant mood and negative in an unpleasant mood. Ina pleasant mood, however, individualswho participated in group discussions made more positive choices
than they did alone, consistent with research on group
extremityshifts. But such polarizationin choice was not
always observed for unpleasantmood, sometimes even
resultingin noncongruenteffects (e.g., group members in
unpleasantmoods shift to a more positive judgment).
AlthoughForgasdid not assess work group moods directly,
he speculated that normativeand informationalinfluence
processes in groups may serve to moderate mood-behavior
linkages.These influence processes may be powerful
enough to generate unchartedconsequences for work group
mood, yieldingbehavioralpatternsthat differfrom those of
individuals.Continuedtheory development on work group
mood would benefit from investigationsof how collective
moods modify performanceoutcomes throughtheir effects
on intermediaryprocesses (i.e., framing,informationprocessing) as well as how such effects are intensified,attenuated,
or invertedby social influences.
Barsadeand Gibson (1998: 98) recently noted that "a certainty in the mystery of managingeffective work groups is that
groups are emotional."Ourstudy speaks directlyto this
aspect of group life. We tackled three key issues in our
research:establishingthe range of shared mood states that
work groups experience, specifying conditions underwhich
work group mood develops, and creatingan instrumentfor
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assessing work group mood. Ourfindings suggest that work
groups can share fullydifferentiatedaffective experiences
and that the degree of mood convergence is relatedto event
structures that shape how members interrelate.Managers
need to consider that moods can be an especially powerful
force in highlyinterdependentwork groups with stable membership. Such groups constitute arenas in which mood may
orient and direct groups toward collective action. Managers
can potentiallyaccelerate or attenuate the emergence of collective moods by alteringcharacteristicsof a group'swork,
elements of a group's context, or aspects of a group'scomposition which, in turn, alter members' interactionpatterns
and the degree to which members can distributeand acquire
behavioralmood information.But it is prematureto offer
managerialsuggestions without additionalresearch that documents the processes underlyingmood convergence as well
as the impact of variouswork group moods on performance.
Effortsto tease out how and when certainwork group
moods enhance or underminetask performancewould be
especially valuable.Such research will not only improve
understandingof mood as a collective phenomenon but also
may ultimatelybringus closer to uncoveringthe mystery of
managingeffective work groups.
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APPENDIXA: Observer's Instrument for Work Group Mood*
High activation
F: a lot of eye contact
F: open mouth
F: arched eyebrows
Activated pleasant
F: smile with teeth
showing
F: arched eyebrows
F: a lot of eye contact

Pleasant
F: slightly raised eyebrows
F: closed lip smile
(grin)
F: eyes scan stimuli

Unactivated pleasant
F: mouth may be
turned slightly
upwards
F: little facial movement

Low activation
F: expressionless
F: little eye contact
F: closed mouth

V: rapid pace
V: varied inflection
V: incredulous tone

P: poised for action
P: startled
P: restless

V: hard laughter
V: high pitch
V: rapid pace
V: loud volume
V: slightly breathless
V: talking a lot
V: animated intonation
(rhythmic pattern)

P: exaggerated hand
gestures
P: leaning forward
P: constant body
movement
P: orienting toward
group members
P: more physical
contact

V: varied inflection
V: regular pace
V: clearly audible
volume

P: hands are active
during speech
P: head tilted toward
stimuli
P: body poised to
include group
members

V: soft but audible volume
V: some inflection in
tone or pitch
V: regular pace

P: relaxed but
engaged orientation
toward group members
P: little movement in
limbs or torso

V: whispering volume
V: monotone
V: slow pace
V: delayed responses
V: infrequent speech

P: slow movements
P: reclined position
P: immobile
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Unactivated unpleasant
F: excessive blinking
F: droopy eyes (partially closed)
F: yawning
F: fixed stare away
from group members
F: almost no eye contact

Unpleasant
F: frown
F: eyes avoid stimuli
F: blank stare

Activated unpleasant
F: eyebrows lowered,
chin raised, mouth
closed
F: sporadic eye contact
F: sneering
F: flushed face
F: "nervous smile"
F: clenched teeth
*F = facial indicators; V =

V: monotone
V: few vocalizations
V: mumbling
V: low volume
V: low pitch
V: delayed responses

P: slouching
P: orienting away from
group (withdrawn)
P: motionless
P: leaning chin on
hand
P: hands inactive during speech
P: rubbing eyes
P: shying away from
stimuli
P: no physical contact

V: soft volume
V: slow pace
V: monotone

P: head tilted downward
P: resting head on
hands
P: body poised to
exclude group
members

V: stuttering
V: rapid speech
V: short of breath
V: uneven pitch (voice
"cracks")
V: uneven volume

P: closed fists
P: hand tremors
P: poised for action
P: nervous habits
(rocking, chewing
fingernails)

vocal indicators; P = postural indicators.

APPENDIX B: Measure of Mood-Regulation
Adapted from Doherty (1997)

Norms

Seven-point scale: 1 (very inaccurate) to 7 (very accurate)
I clench my jaws and my shoulders get tight when I'm around angry group
members.
When I'm around angry group members, I get angry myself.
I tense up when overhearing members have heated arguments.
I notice myself getting tense when I'm around members who are stressed
out.
Listening to the agitated voices of worried group members makes me feel
nervous.
Seeing the anxious faces of group members makes me try to imagine how
they might be feeling.
Being with happy group members picks me up when I'm feeling down.
When a member smiles warmly at me, I smile back and feel happy inside.
Being around happy group members makes me feel cheerful and upbeat.
I find it hard to remain calm when other group members are excited.
When someone laughs hard, I laugh too.
I sense my body responding when I'm around energetic members.
I feel sluggish when talking to a depressed group member.
I become unhappy when I'm around group members who are depressed.
It bothers me to be around other group members when they're feeling
down.
I pay attention to what others are feeling.
I'm very accurate in judging other members' feelings.
I'm very sensitive in picking up other members' feelings.
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